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Four player-facing cameras track on-ball action in the real world, and this data is used to create the new 3D player models, and their animations. FIFA 22 introduces all new movement models, ball physics and skill animations. No longer are players stiff and rigid, they react to the ball in realistic and
natural ways. FIFA 20 was awarded "The Best Control" game at the 2016 Game Awards. Built from the ground up and supplied with physically based rendering (PBR) surfaces, the new player models and animations are more natural and lifelike, bringing more authenticity and a very cinematic feel
to the game. The new P3D module introduces a completely reworked physics engine that allows for a more sophisticated play style. FIFA 18 created the “FIFA 10” franchise. With unprecedented ball physics and authentic player movement models, FIFA 18 sold over 33 million copies, and was the
biggest selling game of 2011. Since then, EA Sports has created a string of hit titles including FIFA 16 and FIFA 17, the best selling videogame of last year and the best selling video game of 2016, on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. Leading up to the announcement of “FIFA 22”, we’ve been analysing
that new motion capture data to create the new player models, animations, ball physics and rendering systems. We’ve created the new “bionic” player models that move and react more naturally in mid-air and on-ball. We’ve created new animation systems, we’ve created new, hyper-realistic and
photorealistic 3D renders of the new player models, and we’ve created the P3D rendering engine, used in “FIFA 20”, that delivers far more detail and visual fidelity at a much higher level. Player Movement Models The player movement models have undergone a complete re-imagination. We’ve
taken the player physics systems of “FIFA 10”, the groundbreaking next-generation physics technologies, and created the new player models. The new models animate more naturally and realistically than ever before. Each player model also features a “Predicted Player Trajectory” that reflects the
position and orientation of the player throughout the match. The new Predicted Trajectory module adjusts the player’s moment of
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FIFA is the world’s leading videogame series that allows fans to live out their passion for football. Offering a deep football experience, the FIFA franchise delivers a living, breathing world to fans of all ages. Welcome to the official App Store for EA SPORTS™ FIFA, with FIFA 21 and FIFA 22. Find out
about our new features, watch game videos, watch trailers and read news and previews. Get this app for Xbox One, PlayStation®4 and PC/Mac. Join the community of millions of fans and gamers. NOTE: To see screenshots, tutorials, tips and more from every app you use, add it to your Home screen
for quick access. Your feedback is important to us, so please take a minute to rate the app. We’ve been working hard to deliver FIFA across all platforms, and now we’re celebrating it with four big releases this year, taking the sport to the biggest stages in competition, live and on TV, and bringing
out the best in videogames and games development. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing. The most in-depth, realistic and authentic football simulation is now available on Xbox One, PlayStation®4 and PC/Mac. FIFA 22 is built on a ground-up re-architecture of our
match engine, giving it even better control of physics, ball control, and visuals, resulting in greater speed and more intelligent player movements. The new and improved player intelligence with intelligence-driven tackling and new player movements means more variety of attacking moves and
challenging defenses. New Teammate Intelligence. FIFA 22 improves the AI system for both defenders and attackers, with improved player intelligence, and more diverse off-ball movement to keep players from overextending. That includes AI decision-making when running back and tackling. Like
players, defenders have better anticipation when they see a run, and can switch out of the tackle to effectively recover. An improved AI passing system recognizes when a pass is being played short. A defender will run onto the ball when a high pass is played. More variety in offensive runs and
passes, as well as improved speed of play when sprinting off the ball. New Defensive AI tackles based on player positioning, pace and reaction. The new player intelligence affects defenders in all areas of the pitch, but also gives them the ability to anticipate plays and switch out bc9d6d6daa
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Build a dream team of your very own – take your favourite real players from across the world and bring them into your very own FUT team. With all-new player cards, manager cards, kits, and transfers, come and join the craziest game of football – Ultimate Team. Xbox One X Enhanced – FIFA 22 is
enhanced on Xbox One X with 4K Ultra HD graphics, check out all the details at We all know that FIFA is a great football game and EA Sports is also very good at pushing the limits of what football fans are used to in a video game. Last year, I gave FIFA 17 a 7.5 out of 10 but I’ve changed my mind
now. I’m giving FIFA 19 and FIFA 22 a 10 out of 10 and I’m calling them my Game of the Year. I’m currently playing FIFA 20 but I’m also playing FIFA 22 on the Pro Evolution Soccer side and that’s been a very long and tumultuous ride for sure. I’m excited for people to pick up FIFA 22 because I think
it’s a much better game in every single way. Before I go any further into the review I want to say that the controllers were a huge part of the reason I enjoyed FIFA 19. I absolutely adore the new control scheme and that is in no way due to the controller, it’s purely down to the improvements to the
game itself. The control set up is absolutely brilliant and can only get better and better. The gameplay is better, the game is easier to pick up and play and even the most complex players are at a baseline of being easy to play for new and casual players. The further you go in the game the more
difficult it becomes but that’s just what football is. There are absolutely no major changes from the previous year so you know that the core mechanics are still what they are and they’re what they’ve always been. The reason I’m not giving FIFA 19 a 10/10 is because as great as it is, there are a few
holes in the game that cannot be covered by just patching the game. The only thing that the game should be focused on at this point, is adding new modes, new players, and new ways to play. We have real-life players who are stuck in the Under Armour commercial world where they’re in front of a
wall in the gym which is completely uninspiring.

What's new:

LONDON STADIUM - The team launch in Ultimate Team.
OUTSTANDING SCOTLAND – A new searchable database of players, including data for player pool and kits.
ASIAN FUT - A new avatar system to bring a genuine Asian feel to FIFA.
OBSTACLES - Includes a new, robust physics systems and over 50 additional obstacles in the RealPitch environment.
DRESS YOUR TEAM - An innovative new way to design a team kit or avatar. Tailor both your player’s colour scheme and performance stats to a team’s colour scheme.
PREMIUM TEAM – Instantly upgrade any team in-game to a Premier team and unlock the top rewards in Ultimate Team.
LIVERPOOL - An enhanced version of Premier League opponent.
TOUCH OVARIES - Full implementation of new physics and visuals for ball, player, and goal.
FLYER – A full overhaul and improvement to 'Ball Control,' from Mediaballs to full Telekicks.
FAR GOALS - A huge selection of stunning new official footballs across multiple leagues, with new rendering, real movement, and new distance effects.
HILLY OBSERVATIONS - Keep a closer eye on the game with new in-game camera angles and new AI behaviours that respond to goal scoring opportunities.
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FIFA is the world's leading club simulation game. With over 40 million players, FIFA is the EA SPORTS FIFA franchise with the most footballers. Over 350 clubs and more than 10,000 licensed
players are available, making FIFA the most authentic football game on the market. About the Ultimate Team feature FIFA Ultimate Team is the most powerful and realistic club mode in the
sports genre and is a great way to earn rewards, customize your club and compete with your friends. With FIFA Ultimate Team you can equip your players with football superstars and take
on players from across the globe. Ultimate Team mode offers a variety of rewards and challenges to help you make your team better. Also include items like boosters, stickers, coins and
more. FIFA Ultimate Team mode gives you the ability to customize and adapt to your club style. You can unlock more-powerful footballers and earn coins. You can browse the global
marketplace, compare players and make trades in the trade screen. Be inspired by the Ultimate Team mode. Use the power of the Ultimate Team feature to dominate competitions around
the world and win trophies. The 2013-14 Season brings new tactics and improved responsiveness to the pitch. Last year's top footballers return to your team. You can acquire them in the
market. New tactics like "Backing Play" and "High Pressure" enable defensive football tactics. New ball physics allow for realistic dribbling and passing. Easier controls for zonal press.
Improved kick-to-player reactions. New balance animations. New goal celebrations. Enhanced scoring system. In-game commentary by voice actors. FIFA Ultimate Team The Ultimate Team
feature introduces gamers to a more exciting way to own footballers and compete with their friends. Collect valuable footballers like Lionel Messi, Gareth Bale, Neymar, and others. Pick the
players you like best and sell off the ones you don't want. The more valuable a player, the more you'll be able to earn. Ultimate Team mode also introduces the "card collection" function
which allows players to collect cards featuring footballers, earn rewards through winning matches, and trade in their cards at the card collection screen to upgrade them and earn exclusive
rewards. The rewards available in Ultimate Team mode include: FIFA Ultimate Team cards featuring football
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System Requirements:

Minimum system specifications: Core i5-6400 (4C/8T) 8GB RAM Windows 10 (64 bit) OS. Microsoft Windows 7 Microsoft Windows 8/8.1 MSI Afterburner 4.0 and Above MSI Afterburner 3.2
and Below Minimum graphics specs: AMD RX470 or Radeon RX560 NVIDIA GTX1050 6GB or 6GB+ (for 4K UHD support) Note: 4K UHD gaming will not
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